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Antimatroids are combinatorial structures abstracting some properties of convexity, and in a 
sense dual to matroids. Greedoids are common generalizations of matroids and antimatroids. 
We introduce a general operation to produce a greedoid from a matroid and an antimatroid on 
the same ground set. Greedoids arisiug by this operation are called trimmed matroids. Many 
known classes of greedoids are shown to be trimmed matroids. We derive two submodularity 
properties of trimmed matroids and a subclass of them called polymatroid greedoids. These are 
used to verify the properties of a rather elaborate counterexample, which shows that certain 
local properties do not characterize trimmed matroids and polymatroids greedoids (as was 
conjectured in an earlier paper). 
I. Introduction 
Greedoids were introduced by the authors as common relaxations of matroids, 
antimatroids and other combinatorial structures with exchange properties (for 
more on their motivation, see Korte and Lovasz [7,8]). 
In this paper we define an operation which produces a greedoid from any 
matroid-antimatroid pair on the same underlying set. e prove that the 
greedoids arising by this construction are exactly those which are formed by the 
common feasible sets of a matroid and an antimatroid. (One should point out that 
the common feasible sets of a matroid and an antimatroid o not form a gree 
in general.) VWe also s w that these greedoids coincide with. the “trim 
matroids” introduced in rte and Lov6sz [lo]. 
Many of the most important examples of grew 
so-called interval greedoids and in fact most to the class 
The operation introduced in this pa er gives very n 
many of these classes. 
ave an inclusion c of 
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most one of the inclusion relations between these classes were shown in the chart. 
This was done by exhibiting a “tvnical member” for each class, which only 
&longs to this class and its superclasses. At the root of this inclusion chart we 
had two subclasses of greedoids, namely local poset greedoids and trimmed 
matroids. Therefore it was of certain interest whether there was a relationship 
between these two classes. We were able to show by a simple example that not al 
trimmed matroids are local posets. We are now able to answer the reverse 
question in the negative by a rather elaborate xample which is a local poset 
greedoid but not a trimmed matroid. 
In Korte and Lovasz [lo] we associated a greedoid with every polymatroid and 
showed that every polymatroid greedoid has three local properties, which we 
called local intersection, local union and local augmentation. Many important 
properties of polymatroid greedoids followed already from these three, and 
therefore we conjectured that polymatroid greedoids can be characterized by 
t&z properties. This was believed so much the more since local poset greedoids 
;ds a proper superclass could be characterized by the first and the second property. 
In this paper we disprove the conjecture by the same counterexample as 
mentioned above. 
In these proofs we make use of two results he aGng that the rank functions of 
polymatroid greedoids and trimmed matroids enjoy stronger submodularity than 
the rank functions of greedoids in general. These facts may be of independent 
interest. 
2. Definitions and basic facts about greedoids 
A set system (E, 9) on a finite ground s,. p+ E with 9 g 2E is called an accessible 
set system if the following hold: 
(Ml) BE9 
(H2) for all X E 9, X # 0, there exists an x E X such that X - x E 9. 
It 14 a grwdoid if in addition (H3) holds: 
(H3) if X, YE 9 and IX]= [Y[ + 1, then there exists an x E X - Y such that 
YUx&F. 
A strengthening of this definition leads to the definition of matroidr, namely if 
one replaces the accessi5lity axiom (H2) by the subclusivity axiom 
2’) if YcX&Fthen YES. 
An accessible set system is called an antimatroid if it is closed under union. It is 
easy to see that antimatroids are special greedoids. Antimatroids were introduced 
lman [3] and Jamison [6], and also studied as special greedoids in Korte 
ich holds for many greedoids i  the interval property: 
SC and XEE--C such that AUXEP, 
en it follows that 
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Actually, all greedoids discussed in this paper enjoy this property. Greedoids 
with the interval property are called ivltervul greedoidh. An equivalent property 
defining interval greedoids is that if X, Y c Z and X, Y, 2 E 9 then X U Y E 9. 
The set of all possible xtensions of a set A E 9 is denoted by 
r(A):= {HE-A:AUXES}. 
For a greedoid (E, 9) we define its k-@uncution (E, S@)) by 
ST= (X&?(XIck} 
Ths contraction of a set U E 9 results again in a greedoid (E - a;‘, S/U) where 
S/U:= (XcE-U:XLNkS}. 
For greedoids we can define the (independence) rank of a set X E E as 
r(X) : = max{lAI :A EX, A E 9). 
This non-negative function has the following properties for X, Y C_ E and 
x,y~E: 
(RO) r(0) = 0 
(RI) r(X) s 1x1 
(R2) Xc Y then r(X) s r(Y) 
(R3) if r(X) = r(X U x) = r(X U y) then r(X) = r(X U x U y). 
Conversely, a function r : 2E+ Z satisfying (RO), (RI), (R2) and (R3) defines a 
unique greedoid. Again, these axioms are direct relaxations of the rank definition 
of matroids, for which in addition we have the unit increuse property 
(R4) r(XLJ...)dr(X)+l for XcE, xdi’. 
Properties (R3) and (R4) together are equivalent to the submodularity property 
(R4’) r(X (I Y) + r(X U Y) s r(X) + r(Y). 
Hence, in general the greedoid rank function is not submodular. 
Another way of extending the definition of the rank function of matroids to 
greedoids i  to introduce the (basis) rank of a set X s E 2s 
/3(X) : = max{jXfIB(:B E 9). 
Clearly, B(X) a r(X). A set is called rank feasible if /!?(Xl - r(X). 
family of all rank feasible sets by 9. Clearly 9 c 9‘ As’an easy consequence of
(H2') we have 9 = 2," iff (E, 9) is a matroid. 
As for matroids, we can define 2 suitable closure operator for a greedoi 
bY 
o*(X) ” 0(X\ : = . {x E E: r(X U x) = r(X))* 
A set is called closed if X = a(X). 
implies X s a(B 
denoted by %. 
property* 
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We can also define greedoids as languages. A language 3’ over a finite ground 
set E (which is called an alphabet, is a collection of finite sequences of elements of 
E. The elements of E are called letters. We call the sequences strings or words 
and we often denote them uy small greek letters. The notation (E, 2’) will be 
used for languages. language is called simple if no letter is repeated in a word. 
For simple languages we denote by ]cw] the length of the word Q! and by & its 
underlying set. A simple language (E, 9) is called a greedoid if the following 
hold: 
(Gl) 0Eiz 
(G2) if x1. . .xk&Zthenx,. . .XiESfOr 1SiSk 
(G3) if x1. . .xk&Zandyl. . .yi E .Z? with k >j then there exists an 
Yl= l l YjXi E 2. 
Obviously, the underlying set system of a langGage with properties 
xi such that 
(GO? (G2) 
and G(3) satisfies (Hl), (H2) and (H3). It is not too difficult o see (cf. Korte and 
Lovasz [7]) that a set system (E, 9) satisfying (Hl), (H2) and (H3) induces a 
unique language SS with properties (Gl), (G2), (G3). Thus, we can consider 
greedoids either as set systems or as languages. We will use it in the following 
concurrently. 
Polymatroids are straightforward generalizations of matroids. Let E be a finite 
ground set and f : 2E + H.+. We call (E, f) a polymatroid if (RO), (Rl), and (R4’) 
hold. Every polymatroi;f (E, f) gives rise to an associated greedoid (E, 9) with 
.- X- {Xl.. .xk:f(XI,. . . , Xi) = i for all 1 S i S k}. 
(E, 2’) is called a polymatroid greedoid. 
In Korte and Lov6sz [lo] we have introduced three properties (A), (B) and (C) 
and proved that they hold for polymatroid greedoids. 
(A) Local intersection property : 
If YcE,x,yEYand Y, Y-x, Y-YES, then Y-x-y&F. 
(B) Local union property: 
If Y c E, x, y, z E E - Y, and Y,UUx, YUy, YUXUYUZES, then 
Pmpcrty B 
Fig. 1. 
Praprty C 
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(@) Local augmentation property : 
If YcE, x,y,z~E- Y, and Y, YUx, YUyUzdF, thenoneof YUz, 
YWxLJz, and YUxUyUzisanciementof 9. 
Fig. 1 illustrates these properties by showing the relevant part of the boolean 
algebra 2’? If the hll points are elements of 9 then one of the light points must 
also be an element of 9. 
These properties give rise to another definition: A grcedoid (E, -q is called a 
local poset greedoid if it has properties (A) and (B). For further details about 
local poset greedoids we refer again to Kmte and Lovasz [lo, 111. 
3. The meet of a matroid and an antimatr&d 
Let (E, A) be a matroid and (E, &) an antimatroid on the same underlying 
set, For each word (I! = xl l l l & E s’, we define a subword ii! as follo\lrrs. Let 
iI = min{i: (xi} E 44}, 
&=min{i:i>i,, (xi,, &) E 4). 
i, = min{i:i > ir_lr {Xi,, . . . ) Xi} E A)” 
and let & = Xi,xi*. . xi,. So & is the lexicographically smallest A-basis of 6. We 
set .$ = { & : cy E Ore,}. The following lemma is straightforward. 
Lemma 3.2. (E, 2) is an interval greedoid. 
tif. Let & fl E 2, l&i C @I. L,et PI be the subword of /3 consisting of the 
letters in fin &. Then a@, E z& by elementary properties of antimatroids. 
6bviously, @I, = &&, where /& is a subword of &. 
Ciaim 1. I& 3 @I- l&l+ For by Lemma 3.1, 
Iwhl = c&m = r(& LJ s,a r(B) = lb l 
contradiction. 
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By a result of Bjiimer [ 11, Claims 1 and 2 imply that (E, 2) is an interval 
greedoid. 
We ~~8~ this interval greedoid (E, 9) the meet of A and &, and denote it in the 
form by (E, A A d). 
‘Ihe following lemma is essentially a rewriting of the definition of A A Se in 
terms of the feasible sets. 
3.3. Let (E, A) be a matroid (E, ~4) an antimatroid, X E Jdc A Se and 
xeE-X. Then XUxEJCCn& iffx$a&(X) and there exists a set &&such 
that x E U and U -x c a&(X). 
Notice that, for any x $ ad(X), a set U E & with x E U and U -x E o&(X) 
exists iff x $ ~&I-~(X)). I-Ience we can formulate this lemma as follows: 
or0 . Let (E, JU) be a matroid and (E, &j, an antimatroid. Then for each 
XE&UJu, 
Remark. The previous corollary yields a polynomial time algorithm to check 
whether a word xl. . . xk is feasible in JU A d, provided (E, A) and (E, ~4) are 
given by feasibility oracles. In fact, x1 . . . x~E.9A,,ifandonlyifforalllG~k, 
(The closures ad and oA are easily computed from the feasibility oracles.) 
It turns out that greedoids arising in this form are just the same as trimmed 
matroidr as defined in Korte and Lovasz [lo]. The definition given there is the 
following. 
Let (Ep, A) be a matroid and let for each e E E, 9(e) s 25 Then the trimming 
of (E, A) by 9 is defined as the language 
A(9) -{el.. .ek: for all lsjak, 3T E 9(ej) with T E 
a&(e,. . . ej_I)}. 
The following theorem asserts the equivalence of these two definitions and also 
characterizes trimmed matroids as intersections of matroids and antimatroids. 
the following are equivalent: 
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Remark. ‘While the constructions involved in (i) and (iii) always yield greedoi 
the common feasible sets of atroid and an antimatroid o not form a greedoid 
in general. For example, = {1,2, 3, {1,2}, { 1,3}} is a matroid on E = 
{1,2,3}, and ,& = {2,3, {2,3}, {L2}, {1,2,3}} is an antimatroid on this same 
set. Then J?I n & = {2,3, {1,2}} is not a greedoid. Note that 
{2,3, {1,2}, { 1,3}} is a greedoid. 
Note that for any matroid (E, J@ and antimatroid (E, sQ), we have 
To prove Theorem 3.5, we need the following lemmas 
Lemma 3.6. Let (E, A) be a matroid, (E, 9) a greedoid, and Se= {U !F’: 9’ G 9). 
Suppose that s = A n J& Then g = A A sU. 
Proof. As noted, 9 c_ Jtc A J& Conversely, let X E Jt A J& Choose an element 
x E X such that X -x E 4! A J& By induction we may assume that X -x E 9. It 
follows from the definition of .4 A & that there exists a set U E !F sue 
and U - x of a&(X -x). Choosing U as small as possible, we may assume that 
U -x E 9. Augment U -x to an s-basis Y of O&(X - x). Then Y U {x} = Y U 
U E Se by the definition of ~4. Moreover, Y E d since Y E 9. Since x $ O&(Y) = 
~~(X-x)wehaveYU{x}~JLSoYU{x}~~n~=~.NowaugumentX-x 
from Y U {x} in the gzeedoid .*: Since Y s cr,cc(X - x), X -x U {y} 6 for 
YEY-(X-x) and so X-xU{y)$$. Thus we must have X-xU{x}= 
XEZ cl 
Proof of ncorem 3.5. 
(ii) 3 (i): Assume that 9 = & n .& for some matroid (E, A) and antimatroid 
(E, J&). Define ~4 = { U 9’: 9’ G 9). Observe that 9 E &I and hence & G J&. 
so 
*=4md,2dmd. 
But also trivially 
ScAnd 
and hence 
So the assertion follows from Lemma 3.6. 
(i) 3 (iii) Define, for each e E E, 
T%.a, 
1 iza6nn 
there exists a se 
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S(xj), Zj E & and T U (xi} E Se. Let 81 be an &feasible ordering of q, tsxt2 an 
a &feasible ordering of q U {x} U G E d, etc. So we obtain a word 
a = 4X~4X2 l * -t-x&& 
where4 c ?j s oA(xl 9 9 l X1-w1). )3[enCe & =:X1 l l l Xk ad SO x1 l l l xk E +%UAJ& 
cmversely, let xl. . xk e ~&.,.& Then xl. . . xk = & for some a= 
Q’lXl. l @&Ei&.. tit y==“l&. . . aj and set q = 7. Then q E S(ej) by the 
definition of S(ej) and q s O&XI . . mxj-l) by the definition of &. Hence 
x1 . . . x&u(T). 
(iii) 3 (ii) This implication was informally mentioned in Korte and Lovasz [IO], 
but for sake of completeness we give the argument. Let S = A(S). Define an 
antimatroid Se = { U 9’ : 9’ s 9). We claim that Ju CI & = 9. Trivially, JU n ~4 2 
S . 
Conversely, let X E & n A. Choose an element x E X such that X -x E &. 
Then trivially X -x E J&! n A and hence we may assume by induction that 
_X -x E 9. Also from X E Se it follows that there exists a set U E 9 such that 
U c X and x E IL We may assume that U - x E 9. By the definition of A(S), 
there exists a T E T(x) such that T c a&l -x) s a&(X -x). So X = X - x u 
{x} E 9 as cla.imed. El 
Remark. T”ne operation An AZ yields interesting representations for some 
sutxlasses of greedoids. 
(1) If (E, JO is any matroid and (E, d) is a poset greedoid then (E, Jcc A d) is 
a minimal F-geometry and conversely, every minimal F-geometry arises this way. 
F-geometries were introduced by Faigle [4,5]. Minimal F-geometries and the 
relations between F-geometries and greedoids were studied in Korte and Lov&z 
[ll, 121. 
(2) If G is a directed graph with root r, (E, d) is the line search greedoid from 
this root (see Korte and Lovasz [8]), and (E, JU) is the partition matroid defined 
by the partition of the edge-set into “in-stars”, then (E, A A Se) is the directed 
greedoid of G. Instead of the partition matroid, we could take the Araphic 
matroid of G, and get the same greedoid. 
(3) If (E9f) is a polymatroid, (E, A) the induced matroid, and lae = 
( x1.. . &:f(Xl. . l &+r) sf (x1 l ..xi)+lforallQsi<k-l}, then(E,AA&)is 
the polymatroid greedoid etermined by (E, f ). 
(4) Consider any antimatroid (E, &) and a partition matroid (E, Ai) defined by 
the partition {VI, . . . , V&}. Then (E, JU A d) is an interval greedoid, in .which 
every basis meets every partition class F in exactly one element. Such a partition 
was called a balanced partition in Bjiirner, Korte and Lovasz [2]. Conversely, 
every interval greed0 lanced partition E = V, U 9 l . lJ V, arises this 
{V, . . . , V,} and let 
. 
bviousl y , 
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Let X E Se n A, and assume that X $9. Since X E Se, we can write 
where X1 E J& X2 E 9 and 1X1( < IX]. Using induction, we 
X1 E 9. Let B1 be any basis of (E, 9) containing X1, and let 
(E, 9) obtained by augmenting X2 from B1. 
It is easy to see, using the assumption that { V1, . . . , V, j is a balanced partition, 
that & = X2 U (B1 - aA1(X2)). Since X1 U X2 E A, this implies that X1 s &* So Xl 
and X2 are feasible subsets of the basis &. Since (E, S) is an interval greedoid, it 
follows that X1 U X2 E 9. 
4. Submwhlarity in ed matro 
In this section we prove that the submodularity property of the tank function of 
greedoids can be slightly strengthened for trimmed matroids and even further for 
polymatroid greedoids. 
Lemma 4.1. Let (E, Ju) be a matroid, (E, J@ an antimatroid, and (E, 9) the 
associated trimmed matroid, i.e. 9 = JU A Se. Let rA and rS be the rank function of 
the matroid and the trimmed matroid respectively. Then for each X E d we have 
proof+ Obviously, r&X) s r=(X). On the other hand if X = {x1, . . . , xk} E d 
then let QI=X~. . . xk E 2”. Then I&l = r&(X) by construction, and hence r&X) a 
I&I = r&(X). 0 
Lemma 4.2. Lerr (E, f j be a polymatroid find let (E, !F) be the associated 
polymutroid greedoid. Then for every X c E, 
B(X) sf m- 
If equality holds, then X e 9 = J& 
Proof. Let B be a basis of (E, 9) suc& that /I(X) = (X n BI. Then by 
of Korte and Lovasz [lo] 
f(XnB)aIXnBI, 
and hence 
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is a trimmed nzatroid and Sl, & E d then 
p”(s, n s2) + r(Sl u &) s r(W + r(W 
Let $=AAJ& Let B be a basis of (E,9) such that &n&nBI= 
fl(& n &). Then B E A. SQ /3(Sl n &) = ISI n Sz n BI s rd(St n S$ 
Moreover 
r(Si) = r&(Si) and r(& U $2) = rA(SI U $) 
by kmma 4.1, and hence 
@(SI n sz) + @I U sz) e rAc(Sl n Sz) + C&G U s2) 
G rA(Sl) + r&(g) = r(St) + r(U IJ 
Let (E, 9) be a polymatroid greedoid, and &, & E .# such that 
) + r(S1 lJ S2) = @I) + r&)* 
Then &nS+d. 
f. Let (E, 9) be induced by the polymatroid (E, f). Then by Lemma 4.2 
WI fl sz) MS1 n S2) 
and by Corollary 4.4 of Korte and Lov6sz [lo] 
r(S,) = f is,), fw =f (sz) 
and 
r(Sl U LS$ = f (& U SJ. 
ence 
/WI n s2) + WI U sz) sf (Sl n &) +f (Sl LJ 42) 
sf (Sl) +f (S2) = r(S1) + rw 
If equality holds, we have 
B(S1 n S2) =f (Sl f-l S2) 
and hence by Lemma 4.2, SI n & E Se. Cl 
efore describing our construction, we formulate a general construction 
ethod for greedoids which will be used. 
a closure feasible set. Let 
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2 A, then every superset of X is in 9’, and we are done. So, 
suppose that a(X) +A. Then X E 9. If Y E 9, we are done again. So, assume 
that Y E S’ - 9. Then a(Y) =, A and hence a(X) $ Y by the above observation. 
Rut then for any x E Y - a(X), wehave XUndC Cl 
Let us remark that this construction does not in general preserve the interval 
property, but it will do so in the special application below. 
Let EdJ = @, 4, r, ii 12, i53, 61,&, 53, &, EZr ES} and let (E,, ) be the graphic 
matroid of the graph m Fig. 2. 
I,et (&, A’) be the Gtruncatic n of (Eo, .U). Consider the sets ai = {tiii), 
bi={~i}, ci={Zi), (i=l, 293’ and x1=x2=x3=@, kf, ?}. 
HRt A = {a,, u2, a3}, B = {h, b. ) h}, C = {cl, ~2, c3} and X= {xl, x2, x3}. 
LetE=.AUBUCUX~2E”and”leI for all YsE 
f(Y) = t( u Y) 
where t is the matroid rank f_nction of (Eo, JW). Then f is submodular and 
monotone on E and hence a polymatroid rank function on El So (EJ) is a 
polymatroid. 
Let (E, 9) be the associated polymatroid greedoid and let S’ be the 
64runcation of 
I3y Lemma 5.1, (E, 9’) is a greedoid. 
First, we prove some properties of (E, 9). 
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. If UE9aPdxiEUforsomei, theneitherAsUorBs 
Suppose not. We may assume that U -Xi does not contain an xi. 
contains a unique circuit of the graph, namely PqF and so 
f(U)=r(U U)=lU Ul-l=lUl+l>lU(, 
a contradiction. 
f a(U) 2 A for some U c E, then either a(U) = E or A E U. 
We may assume U E @ and lU( s 5. If U n {X} = 0 then a(U) = E or a(U) = U 
and the assertion is trivia!. 
Letx+U. ThenbyClaimS.l,eitherA~Uor BcUor CGU. IfAcUwe 
are done. Assume, say, that B c U. Then IA n U( G 1 as IUl s 5. But then for any 
ajEA_U, 
f(U U tli) z t( U U U Wj) 
=1+r(u U)=l+f(U) 
and hence U U ai E 9, SO Ui $ a(U), a contradiction. 
So we know that 
!%‘=9U{UcE:IUI~6, UsA}. 
.3. r(A) = E - A. This is straightforward. 
If A’ c A, then A’ U r(A’) = A U B U C. This is straightforward from 
Using the previous claims, we prove that (E, 9’) has properties (A), (B) and 
(C) . 
a (E, 9’) has property (A). 
Supposethat Y, Y-x, Y-YES’, but Y-x-1$9’. 
Case 1. Y, Y-x, Y-ytz*. 
Trivial since (E, 9) is ;i polymatroid greedoid and hence satisfies property (A). 
by Claim 5.2. Since Y -x - y $ A, we may assume Y -x $ A. But 
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C’ase3. Y-x$9butYdF 
Then Y-xzA. So Y-Ae!F/A. ut WA is an interval g edoid in which 
every singleton is feasible by Claim 5.3. ence by Lemma 2.2 of 
9/A is a matroid and hence Y-A -x E $/A. 
j&ner et al. [al 
ut then Y-XE$, a 
contradiction. 
5.6. (E, s’) has property (B). Suppose that Y, Y U x, Y U y, Y U x U y U 
z&F’but YUxUy$W. ThenA$YUxUyandhence Y, YUx, YUydF. If 
Y U x U y U z E sP then the claim follows, since (E, 9) is a polymatroid greedoid 
and hence has property (B). SO, suppose that Y U x U y U z $9, and hence 
AcYUxUyUz. 
Since A+YUxUy, we have EA. So A$YUx and so by Claim 5.2 
A$a(YUx). Sinceyea(YUx), we have zga(YUx) and hence YUXUZES. 
Thus A~J(YUXUZ)=YUXU~UZ, and so by Claim 5.2, AcYUxUz. 
Similarly AsYUyUz and so AgYUz. Since YUzUx&, and 9/A is a 
matroid as above, it follows that Y U z E 9. 
LetA’=A-z=AnY. Byproperty( A’E%. 
We show that Ycr(A’)UA’. Let UEY-A’. By Claim 5.3, ud(A) and 
hence AUue9. So, A’Uu=Yn(AUu)E9byproperty (A), since YU(AU 
u)=YUA=YUydt Soud(A’). 
Next we show that x, y E T(A’). We have A Ux E 9 by Claim 5.3. So 
A’UX=(YUX)~(AUX)E~ by property (A), as (YUx)U(AUx)=YUyU 
x E 9. IIence x E r(A’) and similarly y E T(A’). 
So YUxUysA'UT(A')=AUBUC by Claim 5.4. But IYUxUy)sS as 
Y U x U y U z E W, and hence by the construction Y U x U y E 9. 
5.3. (E, s’) has property (C). 
LetY,YUz, YUxUyE!F’butassumethatYUx, YUxUzandYUxUyU 
z $9’. If Y, Y U z and Y U x U y E * then we get a contradiction since (E, 9) 
has property (C). If Y $9 then A G Y and hence A E Y U x. Since lY U xl < I Y U 
x U yl s 6, this implies that Y U x E 9’, a contradiction. 
We conclude similarly if Y U z $9 or if Y U x U y $9 and 1 Yl G 3. So suppose 
that lYl=4and YUxUy$% ThenAc.YUxUybyClaim5.” 
If Y is a basis of YUxUy then a(Y)2YUxUy2 
Claim 5.2. So Y U x E SF’, a contradiction. 
YUyizSa 
r”lAl*2a 
Since YUyUxesF, we have 
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so 
f(YUx)G. 
Since Y U x $9, this implies 
f(YUx)=4. 
Also, YUx$s implies that (YUx)nX=$k If .XnY#fl then by Claim 5.1, 
AcY or BcY or CsY. So by the above, AcY and hence YUxCF, a 
contradiction. 
Assume that x E X. Since f(Y U x) = 4, by Lemma 4.14 of Korte and Lovasz 
[lo] there exists a subset Y’ c Y, Y’ E 9, such that Y’ Ux E 9. By Claim 5.1, 
A E Y’ or R s Y’ or C c Y’ and we conclude as before. 
. (E, 9’) is not a trimmed matroid. 
e prove this by showing that the inequality of Lemma 4.3 does not hokd. 
Let&=BUX, $=CUX, S”=AUX. Then 
B(& fJ sz) 2 I& n $2 r-l &I = 3, 
r(& u Sz) = 6 
r(&) = 4, 
r(S) = 4. 
Thus, we have shown that (E, 9’) is not a trimmed matroid, but a local poset 
greedoid, since properties (A) and (B) hold. Hence, not every local poset 
greedoid is a trimmed matroid. 
ver, (E, 9’) is not a polymatroid greedoid, but it satisfies also property 
( rice, polymatroid greedoids cannot be characterized by properties (A), 
(B) and (C). 
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